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BBC R&D’s IBC2017 stand illustrates the progress of our work to envisage an IP 
based media landscape for the broadcasting industry.  It features IP production in 
the cloud using NMOS, live end-to-end Object-Based Audio, protocols for creating 
Object-Based content at scale and using data to improve the experience of television 
for production and audiences. We also share our latest VR and AR work, bringing 
these flavours of Object-Based-Media to life through an AR prototype, BBC Taster VR 
app and activity to establish open standards for web VR, production tools. 

IP PRODUCTION IN THE CLOUD-NMOS, 
ATOMISED NEWS, SPEECH TO TEXT,
LIVE END-TO-END OBJECT-BASED AUDIO
BROADCASTING WITH ORPHEUS,
VIRTUAL AND AUGMENTED REALITY
 



Speech to Text: 

Cheaper and better transcription built with our 
own content for BBC problems. 

Speech-to-text has recently moved from the lab to the 
newsroom as a production-ready technology for journalists 
inside the BBC and we will be showcasing some of the
many uses that speech-to-text can be put to in the
broadcasting environment. 

These include helping journalists rapidly find footage in large 
archives, helping them quickly subtitle ‘water cooler’ content 
so it can be shared more widely on social media and helping 
them quickly transcribe interviews.

We will also be able to explain how broadcasters with large 
subtitle archives can achieve similar results and the work the 
BBC has done to help steer academic research in this area 
towards the sort of real-world problems that
broadcasters face.

Atomised News: 

Piecing Together the News for Young People.

BBC R&D’s Newsbeat Explains is a mobile-first prototype 
aimed at younger audiences who broadcasters are typically 
finding harder to reach. The prototype is part of our research 
on Atomised News - breaking down key aspects of a story 
into smaller, reusable, self-contained pieces of information 
loosely linked together by rich metadata. Atomising content 
will enable non-linear and contextual content experiences.

The pilot was built using existing news production systems
and stories were written by BBC journalists, proving to be 
such a success that the atomised format was used in the
BBC's recent UK General Election coverage.

Our second prototype looks at ways we can create 
atomised-style videos in multiple lengths from existing 
content sources and articles not written with atomisation 
in mind. Our concept takes headlines, dates, standfirsts, 
summaries, article images and other sources of structured 
data and reassembles them to make adaptable video 
summaries  so they fit a user’s preference, context
or situation.

Virtual and Augmented Reality:
 
New Immersive Experiences 
for Audiences.

BBC R&D is continuing our successful 
work that has taken place over the last 
two years: looking into Virtual Reality, 
Augmented Reality and emerging
technologies in the immersive field.

As part of this we recently launched
an interactive 360 audio and video 
application, BBC Taster VR. It allows 
production teams to use light 
interactivity in the form of hotspots, 
plus truly immersive audio to tell 
stories that are impossible with 
linear 360.

We’re also investigating WebVR as a 
creation and delivery technology – 
we’re interested in how it can increase 
the audience for our VR work and the 
democratisation of the VR landscape, 
as well as building on previous 
BBC R&D work in immersive audio 
through Web Audio standards.
 
We are currently working on an 
Augmented Reality project to bring 
heritage and cultural artefacts into
our audience’s homes and we'll be 
demonstrating cutting-edge AR 
at IBC 2017 too.

IP Studio:
 
IP Production in the Cloud/Protocols for creating Object-Based Media at Scale.

BBC R&D is extending its IP Studio technology into the cloud, moving production tools into the web browser and using the public 
internet to transport content. The core of our system is powered by an implementation of AMWA’s Networked Media Open 
Specifications (NMOS). This year at IBC we are demonstrating a flexible production system which scales out as required.
It enables multiple users to produce their own live multi-camera shoot ‘on demand’ using nothing but commodity tools and the 
internet – perfect for rapidly breaking news stories! 

Each user receives their own set of browser-based configuration and production interfaces, whilst the cloud takes
care of handling content storage and high-quality rendering.

  Object-Based Audio: 

ORPHEUS is a European collaborative project that aims to create an end-to-end
object-based audio broadcast system. Using the BBC’s IP Studio platform, we are
developing the tools, formats and protocols required to produce and deliver
object-based content. This work will inform the design of future broadcast
systems and our work on emerging standards.

On show at IBC will be The Mermaid’s Tears, our interactive audio drama where 
you can follow any one of three characters through the story and which we
produced using our system. It was broadcast live, making it the first live interactive 
object-based broadcast. To produce this experience we developed a novel audio 
control interface to generate the ADM metadata that describes the mix for
each character.
 
Visit our stand to experience the drama and learn more about
how we made it.

ORPHEUS Collaborative Project.  

www.bbc.co.uk/rd/orpheuswww.bbc.co.uk/rd/realitylabs www.bbc.co.uk/rd/speechtotext www.bbc.co.uk/rd/atomisednews

www.bbc.co.uk/rd/ipstudio
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